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Select View on the Scale Tickets card under Grain to see a listing of all Scale Tickets and review established weights,

grade factor results, shrink/dock units, and additional Scale Ticket history.

Refresh the Scale Tickets list by selecting the icon by the Filters button.

Search

Scale Tickets can be searched and/or filtered by using the Search field at the top of the page. Search by Ticket #,

Location, or Commodity associated with the ticket.

Filter

Options are available to filter results by Date Range, Origin (Farm or Field), and desired Farm or Field. Select Apply

Filters when finished.

The filters selected display below the Filters button.
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Choose Tickets, Assembly Sheets, or Commodity in the View By drop-down.

View By

Tickets

Tickets displays individual Scale Tickets in the grid.

Selecting a Scale Ticket from the grid displays the Scale Ticket details page, where additional information for the

selected Scale Ticket can be reviewed. Use the breadcrumbs at the top of the page to navigate back to the Scale

Tickets page.



Assembly Sheets

This option displays Assembly Sheets with associated Scale Tickets in the grid.

Selecting an Assembly Sheet from the grid displays a page with all Scale Tickets associated with the selected

Assembly Sheet.

Scale Tickets on this page can be searched and/or filtered using the Search field at the top of the page and selecting

a start and end date in the Date Range field.

Selecting a Scale Ticket from the grid on the Assembly page displays the Scale Ticket Details page, where additional

information for the selected Scale Ticket can be reviewed. Use the breadcrumbs at the top of the Scale Ticket

Details page to navigate back to the Assembly page. Similarly, use the breadcrumbs at the top of the Assembly page

to navigate back to the Scale Tickets page.



Commodity

This option displays Commodities with associated Scale Tickets in the grid.

Selecting a Commodity from the grid displays the Commodity page with all Scale Tickets associated with the

selected Commodity.

Scale Tickets on this page can be searched and/or filtered using the Search field at the top of the page and selected

a start and end date in the Date Range field.

Selecting a Scale Ticket from the grid on the Commodity page displays the Scale Ticket Details page, where additional

information for the selected Scale Ticket can be reviewed. Use the breadcrumbs at the top of the Scale Ticket

Details page to navigate back to the Commodity page. Similarly, use the breadcrumbs at the top of the

Commodity page to navigate back to the Scale Tickets page. 

Scale Ticket Details

The Scale Ticket Details page displays any time a Scale Ticket is selected from the Scale Tickets, Assembly, or

Commodity page. Navigate back to the previous page by using the breadcrumbs at the top of the Scale Ticket Details

page.



Scale Ticket details include:

Scale Ticket Number

Date

Status

Commodity

Location

Assembly Number

Weights

Units

Grades

Splits


